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After the murder of his girlfriend Maria, Kai wanders the streets in search of the man who killed her. He becomes caught
up in a gang war and meets a mysteriously powerful man named Lahti who Kai feels sure holds the secret to Maria's
death. But even as Kai wants revenge, he feels strangely drawn to Lahti.
Originally published: Tokyo: Kodansha Ltd., 2010.
Yato is a homeless god. He doesn’t even have a shrine, not to mention worshippers! So to achieve his ambitious goals,
he’s set up a service to help those in need (for a small fee), hoping he’ll eventually raise enough money to build himself
the lavish temple of his dreams. Of course, he can’t afford to be picky, so Yato accepts all kinds of jobs, from finding lost
kittens to helping a student overcome bullies at school.
After failing to get Kongo to pray for the Lunarians, Phosphophyllite returns to the moon to regroup, but Padparadscha
has been covered in Cinnabar’s poison, and Yellow Diamond has taken a severe psychological blow. Now Phos must
come up with a new plan, but ideas are in short supply. Meanwhile, Cairngorm and the other gems are finding life on the
moon to be surprisingly agreeable …
TRIAL BY FIRE Join Coco as she continues her spellbinding journey of magic and discovery! After traveling to the
mystical township of Kalhn with her new master to buy a casting wand, a strange, masked witch transports Coco and her
three sister apprentices to an eerily quiet city. But they soon find out that they’re not alone, and they encounter a
ferocious dragon! Do these fledgling witches have what it takes to defeat the fire-breathing beast, or will their plans and
lives go up in flames?!
Psicom Publishing Inc
Science projects at Hemlock require more than a fizzy volcano to impress the class, so naturally Kazu introduces them to
Pandora, whose violent streak and impressive strength cause more destruction in his already chaotic school life. Braving
runaway science experiments, howling apparitions and a deadly fashion show, Pandora learns that life at a devil high
school is a day-to-day struggle for survival. -- VIZ Media
Lucille and the orchestra encounter a town overrun with the worst kind of audience: the living dead! Well, not really.
They're people who have been turned into doll-like zombies. And they are definitely not a crowd to take lightly. Can a
group of roving musicians use their skills to calm the beasts? Or is this curtains for the Grand Orchestra?! -- VIZ Media
ALIEN ADULT COLORING BOOK - ET - Bigfoot - Aliens - UFOs - Trippy Visions Ready to Color. 8.5x11 glossy cover.
Use your colored pencils and crayons to color in these cool sketches on every coloring book page. Fun for friends and
family to work on together as a project. Quarantine and chill with this activity book and melt away the stress of the day.
Be sure to check out all of our other coloring books for adults.
In a split second, everything changed for Meiko Inoue. But time continues to unfurl, whether we like it or not. Now, ten
years later... -- VIZ Media
The Assassin Meets The HeroLugh, Dia, and Tarte enroll in the most elite academy in the Kingdom of Alvan. On the
surface their goal is to learn how to be knights, but Lugh's real goal is to get close to the hero he's tasked with killing. The
mighty hero turns out to be a bit different than Lugh expected, however, and he ends up getting rather close with him.
Being a hero isn't all its cracked up to be, it seems. When trouble strikes, will the assassin have to save the one he's
supposed to kill?
Introduces a method of learning Japanese that allows you to learn, practice, and never forget new Japanese vocabulary,
phrases, grammar points, and kanji that you encounter from any anime or manga of your choice. It also covers smarter
ways to practice listening comprehension and reading and writing the Japanese language.
A Mature-rated comedy that gives new meaning to "the family jewels"! Satou Yukinari has a very strange condition: he
ejaculates diamonds. Although these special diamonds are worth a fortune, and he could orgasm his way to great riches,
they come with a price--each diamond costs him a year of his life! And beyond that, his condition has attracted a horde of
beautiful seductress witches who want his precious stones, regardless of what it costs him. Watch Yukinari try to
overcome sexy but deadly temptation in this outrageous, raunchy comedy!
An ethereal fantasy from the editorial team behind the New York Times bestselling series The Ancient Magus' Bride. In a
land far away, there were two kingdoms: the Outside, where twisted beasts roamed that could curse with a touch, and
the Inside, where humans lived in safety and peace. The girl and the beast should never have met, but when they do, a
quiet fairytale begins. This is a story of two people--one human, one inhuman--who linger in the hazy twilight that
separates night from day.
Kafka wants to clean up kaiju, but not literally! Will a sudden metamorphosis stand in the way of his dream? With the
highest kaiju-emergence rates in the world, Japan is no stranger to attack by deadly monsters. Enter the Japan Defense
Force, a military organization tasked with the neutralization of kaiju. Kafka Hibino, a kaiju corpse cleanup man, has
always dreamed of joining the force and wants another shot at achieving his childhood dream of eliminating the kaiju. But
how can he expect to fight kaiju when he suddenly becomes one himself?! Kafka hopes to one day keep his pact with his
childhood friend Mina to join the Japan Defense Force. But while she’s out neutralizing kaiju as Third Division captain,
Kafka is stuck cleaning up the aftermath of her battles. Now, thanks to a sudden eligibility rule change, Kafka has one
more shot at realizing his dream. There’s just one problem—he’s suddenly turned into a kaiju! And even worse, he’s
made the Defense Force’s neutralization list under the code name Kaiju No. 8.
"Re-centers and gives voice to a diversity of women naturalists and writers across time." —Cultivating Place In Writing
Wild, Kathryn Aalto celebrates 25 women whose influential writing helps deepen our connection to and understanding of
the natural world. These inspiring wordsmiths are scholars, spiritual seekers, conservationists, scientists, novelists, and
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explorers. They defy easy categorization, yet they all share a bold authenticity that makes their work both distinct and
universal. Part travel essay, literary biography, and cultural history, Writing Wild ventures into the landscapes and lives of
extraordinary writers and encourages a new generation of women to pick up their pens, head outdoors, and start writing
wild. Featured writers include Dorothy Wordsworth, Susan Fenimore Cooper, Gene Stratton-Porter, Mary Austin, and
Vita Sackville-West. Nan Shepherd, Rachel Carson, Mary Oliver, Carolyn Merchant, and Annie Dillard. Gretel Ehrlich,
Leslie Marmon Silko, Diane Ackerman, Robin Wall Kimmerer, and Lauret Savoy. Rebecca Solnit, Kathleen Jamie,
Carolyn Finney, Helen Macdonald, and Saci Lloyd. Andrea Wulf, Camille T. Dungy, Elena Passarello, Amy Liptrot, and
Elizabeth Rush.

Protecting your turf, keeping other guys from pawing at your girl, showing everyone who's boss...it's all in a day's work when you're
a street thug-er, a street cat!
TRIAL BY PLEDGE With Bishamon badly injured and Yato and Yukiné arrested by the Heavens, Tenjin has invoked their very last
hope: a Trial by Pledge. If the plan works, Amaterasu will pardon all perceived wrongdoings, but the stakes are high. Three gods
must pledge the lives of their most trusted shinki. The score is tied when Daikoku volunteers himself as a sacrifice...
The recipient of numerous literary prizes, including the National Book Award, the Kafka Award, and the Pushcart Prize, Ursula K.
Le Guin is renowned for her spare, elegant prose, rich characterization, and diverse worlds. "The Ones Who Walk Away from
Omelas" is a short story originally published in the collection The Wind's Twelve Quarters.
VTubers: These online entertainers have seen a surge of popularity, capturing the hearts of millions across the internet.But none
of them have quite become as much of a household name as Kizuke Yai, the so-called 'Queen of VTubers.' Takashi, an average
high-school student, is one of her biggest fans. He always tunes in to her broadcasts, and he might even have a little crush on her.
Kizuke Yai is the real deal, an actual cute girl behind the screen, at least according to the rumors... But reality is often
disappointing. The Queen of all VTubers is actually Takashi's dad.The hapless youngster stumbles upon his old man's dark secret,
and soon finds himself flung into a nightmarish world of virtual song, dance, and endless cringe. Will Takashi succeed in getting
his dad to quit, or will he find himself drawn deeper into the booming virtual scene despite this disillusionment?
The magical adventures of the Fairy Tail guild continue! "[With] crisp, clean, fast-moving art... Fairy Tail is easily one of my favorite
new series of the year." -Comic Book Resources "With dazzling visuals and perfectly timed fights of ever greater intensity, this is
as good as action-adventure gets." -Anime News Network
Two hundred years after a failed attack on the Lustrous, Phosphophyllite is reassembled and tries again to get Kong? to pray for
the Lunarians. This attempt seems likely to succeed, and the Lunarians prepare to depart to nothingness, while the gemstones on
the moon prepare to be left behind. Meanwhile, Euclase is awakened by the commotion between Phos and Kong?…
FOOLS IN LOVE Now that Kohei’s aware of Aina’s feelings for Iori, the crazy otaku’s taking every opportunity to push them
together. What should have been a time for heartfelt confessions becomes a bizarre test of survival! With little time remaining
before the gang heads back to Japan, will Aina take the plunge or get cold feet?
Final volume! Kasane's face-stealing lipstick was what enabled her to shine on stage—but she threw that power away, and now she
tells Habuta she wants to be on stage with her real face. Habuta laughed that proposal down before, but after reading Izana's
letters and learning of her feelings for him, he decides to star the real Kasane in a production. Lady of the Dawn starts up
again—but what performance will Kasane give on stage? The shocking final volume of Kasane ... the story of a woman whose life
was at the mercy of beauty and ugliness.
The young gem Phosphorite can't seem to do anything right. Phos has nothing but a big mouth and guts. Cinnabar, a classmate, is
a loner, shunned by the other gems because of the toxins emitted from their body. But when they get together, they will learn that
they both have an essential role to play in the fight against the Moonfolk, who are intent on coming to Earth to abduct the gem folk
and destroy their world. A beautifully-drawn new action manga from Haruko Ichikawa, winner of the Osamu Tezuka Cultural Prize.
As an orphaned child, Jane Eyre is first cruelly treated by her aunt, then cast out and sent to a charity school. Though she meets
with further hardship, she receives an education, and eventually takes a job as a governess at the estate of Edward Rochester.
Jane and Mr. Rochester begin to bond, but his dark moods trouble her. When Jane uncovers the terrible secret Rochester has
been hiding, she flees and finds temporary refuge at the home of St. John Rivers. Charlotte Bronte's classic tale of morality and
social criticism takes on an entirely new life in this Manga Classic adaptation of Jane Eyre.
…gragh……lau…gh……pu...ll…pull……gu…shi……ma……..here…la…ss? ….ww….Oww………the
dream……Who……are......Agh…ah…Aaa…aAH!.....geh…?... Grblrrblbrr…rgh……SHICK……AaaAHhh……ha…ir?.......No….eye…look……
…..th…….this is AERN-BBC, PTSD Radio. No tuning nec…essary.
An elegant new action manga, Land of the Lustrous is set in a far future Earth, where humanity's distant descendants live on in a
small group of sexless crystalline beings who must fight off an invasion from the Moon. The young gem Phosphorite can't seem to
do anything right. "Phos" has nothing but a big mouth and guts. Cinnabar, a classmate, is a loner, shunned by the other gems
because of the toxins emitted from their body. But when they get together, they will learn that they both have an essential role to
play in the fight against the Moonfolk, who are intent on coming to Earth to abduct the gem folk and destroy their world. A
beautifully-drawn new action manga from Haruko Ichikawa, winner of the Osamu Tezuka Cultural Prize.
Land of the Lustrous 10Kodansha America LLC
Nio Nakatani, known for her delicate and heartwarming portrayal of girls’ love, presents a marvelous collection of short stories that
span her whole career. With works including her striking debut title Farewell to My Alter, enthralling tales from the Éclair
anthologies, and a hauntingly captivating piece penned exclusively for this volume, Nakatani explores the deeper nuances of loss,
identity, and matters of the heart.
'"A young girl named Nagi and a giant spider make an unusual pair in this post-apocalyptic story, but living in the mountains is
lonely, and they''ve managed to find each other. Join them in their strangely sweet domestic bliss as they spend their days sharing
tea and throwing picnics, proving that love (and delicious food) can bring together even the most unlikely of friends. "'
Angels and demons aren't known for getting along, but their shared enthusiasm for designer labels and luxury items has drawn
angel Eniale and demon Dewiela into a tempestuous friendship...which has a tendency to dissolve into conflict. With the powers of
Heaven and Hell behind them, even a minor fashion disaster can have near-apocalyptic consequences for the people of Earth!
An elegant new action manga for fans of Sailor Moon and the litany of comics and animation that it inspired, Land of the Lustrous is set in a
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far future Earth, where humanity's distant descendants live on in a small group of sexless crystalline beings who must fight off an invasion
from the Moon. The young gem Phosphorite can't seem to do anything right. "Phos" has nothing but a big mouth and guts. Cinnabar, a
classmate, is a loner, shunned by the other gems because of the toxins emitted from their body. But when they get together, they will learn
that they both have an essential role to play in the fight against the Moonfolk, who are intent on coming to Earth to abduct the gem folk and
destroy their world. A beautifully-drawn new action manga from Haruko Ichikawa, winner of the Osamu Tezuka Cultural Prize.
Chihiro drifts through life with no purpose, going from girl to girl, until one day he finds an abandoned kitten in a box. He quickly falls in love
with little Shiro and couldn’t imagine his life without her. One evening, Chihiro finds Shiro has fallen ill. While searching aimlessly for an
animal hospital, he runs into Kumazawa, a local vet who takes Shiro into his care. Watching Kumazawa in action, Chihiro realizes he wishes
to learn the value of life and asks Kumazawa to consider hiring him at the vet clinic. Kumazawa agrees, but only if Chihiro serves as his livein housekeeper. Has Chihiro finally found his purpose in life, or will living with the handsome vet be a little too much to handle? -- VIZ Media
In a world where most of the earth has become a harsh desert, the Rainbow Council of the Peace Corps has a growing crisis on its hands.
No. 5, one member of a team of superpowered global security guardians and a top marksman, has gone rogue. Now the other guardians
have to hunt down No. 5 and his mysterious companion, Matryoshka. But why did No. 5 turn against the council, and what will it mean for the
future of the world? -- VIZ Media
After a fierce battle with Angel Levi, Maria travels to another world, and the secret of 7thGARDEN is fully revealed. Can this realm of gnomes,
angels and demons solve humanity’s problems? Or is it just a game board for powerful elites to exploit everyone else? Either way, why are
the most tragic historical events being reenacted there...? Will we never learn from history? -- VIZ Media
Rune Balot is a prostitute who is nearly murdered by Ciel, an enigmatic casino manager, who suffers from a disease that forces him to
remove and store his memories. A victim for most of her life, Rune faces a choice. While on the brink of death, she is given the opportunity to
live. It is not a simple choice for a victim, but Rune takes it. A professor brings Rune back to life as a cyborg with the ability to control
electronics and partners her up with a self-aware universal tool named Oeufcocque. Together they begin to unravel the mystery behind Ciel
and Rune sheds the role of the victim, but must struggle between seeking justice and vengeance. BOILED IN BLOOD Oefcoque's former
partner, Boiled, comes after Rune and Oefcoque. A human manifestation of death and violence, nothing seems to be able to stop the
relentless Boiled. Rune's only chance for survival is to commit with conviction to a partnership with Oefcoque. Together, will they be able to
overcome the cold fury of Boiled? And what is the story behind his failed partnership with Oefcoque? Includes special extras after the story!
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